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the Breathing of sviatoslav richter

for my father

One can hear it clearly at the beginning
of the 1988 recording of the Rachmaninoff
Étude No. 2 for piano, Opus 39 in A minor.
It is so slow that it took me over a hundred

hearings to notice, then distinguish
this delicate sound, not a noise but a
sound, and realize that it had to be
the breathing of Sviatoslav Richter.

Each movement of in- and exhaling
spans one measure of lento assai, and belongs there

like a whale in waves of water; it made me think
of whale, surfacing, blowing and going on, whale
breathing and going at a wholly different tempo,
something to do with size or width or envergure.
Or reach. It is a man breathing, though, a seven-

foot man, most exact and precise. But is it

the breathing of Sviatoslav Richter?
I started to wonder where exactly the
microphone had stood back in 1988.

One should go and look for images of the event,
a tape, search the BBC archives and look
for the mike, its position, or find someone

who was there; the technician, the sound engineer,
and ask the man. Investigate this to the bone

(I imagine it stood on top of the Steinway).
One should do it now before it all slides even further

into the past to become completely irretrievable
(the moment receding even as I am thinking this:

a rug pulled from under me slowly floating off
in darkening folds of night with every wool

thread in the fringe waving farewell and getting
lost like some most precious childhood

object; me lying on the old thing of faded
red and green Persian patterns and tufts

listening to him on the piano).

➝
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Are any of them who were there at the time
still alive? The assistant, the older woman,

(the tall one with the heavy glasses and
the graying hair who closely resembled
Dian Fossey)? The man from Olympia?

When these notes were on the verge
of tumbling down the score and tumbled down

the score, and went through the stunned studio air,
and all there, and we, filled with anticipation and
oblivious of people passing thus, when my cup
ran over in the gentlest of rains, and every note

was moving and tumbling and on the verge
and we barely recognized our changing face.

When the notes started falling and fell fell
fell like drops of rain from trees and parapets

or drops from wettest hands on enamel
and fell to the living room floor and

fell like hands or trees or people falling,
 when the light grew dim and the nights

to come merged into one single note, the white
of the washing bowl strangely went magenta.

One should not wait to make sure
that it is the breathing of Sviatoslav Richter.

Detail will slip off like that, like a dream at dawn,
and petrify, to end up as another era, a stone age.

On the rug, the box set of LPs with the picture of Richter
in his prime fully at ease in an ecru cashmere turtleneck

and a simian pose, slouching over the piano
like over a large rock all his own, smoking, and looking

away, the eyes deeply set under the weary brow
that bore the solitude of genius, and the front
that would coldly insist upward and with age

grow straight through the tree line like the Mont
Chauve or the hard north face of the Eiger.

It is my Chalk Period, when I was nine, from which
I now hang suspended in mid-air like young
Toni Kurz, frostbitten and blue, and gasping 
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for the breath of life, hanging there rather umbilically
from a piano snare, like a minor note, and all around

me these specks of a particularly promising past:
tiniest forms of life caught in amber; an ammonite
in the chalkstone we chipped off Cap Blanc Nez,

 a stone out of our antiquity; Poseidon’s marble pate
rising from the Gulf of Corinth in 1982; the Shure
diamond gliding through a mirror of aqua distillata

that you used to pour on the vinyl by the gallons
to counter static and dust. Should one simply
let it go, the breathing of Sviatoslav Richter?

We two on the bottom of the barge of elfenbein

 that Richter, large and erect and all power
 and momentum beside us, rows, taking us 
across the ink-black stream of the Acheron,
the only music of rolling and rippling water

and the breathing of Sviatoslav Richter.
He with the stone cold front to the fore,

the hands not on the keys but at rest on the oar,
though, is you, breathing through the nose 

as you carefully put on the record. You,
bowing over the Dual Pickup in search of

 the extra for me (and you knew where it lay hidden). 
You, breathing until last April.


